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As a fundamental requisite for thermotronics, controlling heat flow has been a longstanding quest
in solid state physics. Recently, there has been a lot of interest in nanoscale hybrid systems as
possible candidates for thermal devices. In this context, we study the heat current in the simplest
hybrid device of a two level system weakly coupled to two heat baths. We use the reduced density
matrix approach together with a simple Born-Markov approximation to calculate the heat current
in the steady state. We consider different kinds of reservoirs and show that the nature of the
reservoir plays a very important role in determining the thermal characteristics of the device. In
particular, we investigate the effectiveness of a conventional superconductor as a reservoir with
regard to manipulating the heat current. In the emergent temperature characteristics, we find that
superconductivity in the reservoirs leads to enhanced thermal currents and that the superconducting
phase transition is clearly visible in the heat current. We observe negative differential thermal
conductance and a pronounced rectification of the heat current, making this a good building block
for a quantum thermal diode.

I. INTRODUCTION

The past decade has seen rapid progress in the field of
engineered nanodevices. Many theoretical proposals for
ultra small quantum machines have been made, ranging
from quantum heat engines1, quantum refrigerators2 to
thermoelectronic devices3. While a high degree of con-
trol of electric currents has been achieved, manipulation
of heat currents is still an open problem. The ability
to control heat flux would have important technologi-
cal ramifications. For example, efficient heat disposal
could be built into processors, allowing us to build even
smaller chips, and construct better energy saving devices.
A thermal analog of electronics, i.e., thermotronics has
also been envisaged along with thermal gates and circuits
for information processing4.

A fundamental building block of thermotronics is the
thermal diode, a rectifying device, which allows pref-
erential flow of heat current in one direction.4. There
exist various theoretical proposals for realizing efficient
thermal diodes in purely classical as well as quantum
systems3,5,6. More recently, the first observations of ther-
mal rectification in nanosystems7,8 followed by a realiza-
tion of a quantum dot heat transistor were reported9.

Progress in the field of nanodevices depends strongly
on the understanding of heat and/or charge transfer
in small quantum systems coupled to multiple thermal
reservoirs. These systems are typically out of equilib-
rium and are no longer described by equilibrium sta-
tistical mechanics. This field has recently received a
lot of attention. The presence of more than one reser-
voir leads leads to many novel phenomena, like the
generation of steady state entanglement in a two-qubit
system10,11, or novel non-equilibrium phase transitions in
one-dimensional spin chains connected to two reservoirs
at their extremities12. In this paper, we focus mainly on
the energy transport that can be realized in small quan-

tum systems which are out of equilibrium.

The simplest nanodevice capable of heat transfer can
be modeled as a qubit weakly coupled to two thermal
reservoirs maintained at different temperatures. The dif-
ference in the temperatures results in a steady state heat
current flowing through the system. Depending on the
dynamics of the qubit and the reservoirs, this steady state
heat current can be generated either by simple energy
exchange between the reservoirs and the qubit, and/or
by additional transfer or electronic charges across the
junction bridging the reservoirs. In a series of articles13,
Segal and coworkers used the weak coupling open sys-
tem formalism14,15, to obtain a simple expression for
the steady state heat current passing through such a
system16. Among the analyzed examples were the gen-
eralized spin-boson model17 and a two-level system cou-
pled to metallic or spin baths16. They found that the
heat current increased with average temperature in all
the systems they studied. However, the models studied
in Ref.16 make for poor thermal diodes due to the rather
weak rectification of heat current seen. In this paper,
we discuss a model for efficient quantum thermal diodes
which involves only energy exchange.

To explore the possibility of obtaining more efficient
nanodevices, a typical approach is to replace the qubit
linking the two reservoirs by a more complex entity. Here,
we present an alternative approach where we use more
complex reservoirs and use the properties of the reser-
voir rather than the qubit(s) to obtain novel results for
the heat current. The standard boson/electron reser-
voirs are replaced by superconducting reservoirs which
undergo the normal metal-to-superconductor phase tran-
sition at finite temperatures. As discussed in Refs. 18
and 19, both superconductivity and phase transitions in
the reservoir have enormous impact on the dynamics of
the qubit, resulting in an anomalous decay of the qubit
coherence, with associated reentrant behaviour at differ-
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ent temperatures in the superconducting phase. Here, we
study the impact of superconductivity and phase transi-
tions on the heat current flowing through a qubit cou-
pled to two superconducting reservoirs. We find that
the heat current is extremely sensitive to superconduct-
ing order and exhibits highly non-monotonic behaviour
in the vicinity of the phase transition. This results in
a fairly substantial negative differential thermal conduc-
tance. We also analyze the heat current when the qubit
is coupled to standard metallic and insulating reservoirs.
Based on these results, we find that a qubit coupled to
one superconducting and one metallic reservoir is a good
model for a quantum thermal diode satisfying multiple
criteria for what constitutes a good thermal diode.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we
present the model and the general weak coupling for-
malism used to study a qubit coupled to two reservoirs.
In Sec. III, we derive the expression for the steady state
heat current and calculate the heat current for various
reservoir setups. This is followed by a discussion of the
rectification properties of a quantum thermal diode i.e.,
the qubit connected to a superconducting reservoir on
the left and a metallic reservoir on the right.

II. SETUP AND WEAK COUPLING
FORMALISM

In this section, we present the formalism that de-
scribes a qubit (two-level system) weakly coupled to two
fermionic reservoirs at thermal equilibrium with temper-
atures TL and TR (cf Fig. 1). We use units such that the
Planck and Boltzmann constants are ~ = kB = 1. The
total Hamiltonian describing the combined system of the
qubit and two baths is given by:

H = HS +HL
B +HR

B + V L + V R (1)

The qubit is subjected to a field in the z-direction and
its Hamiltonian is

HS = 1
2ωσz . (2)

HL,R
B represent the left and right bath Hamiltonians and

will be specified later. The qubit is coupled to two baths
on the left and right through an Ising spin-spin interac-
tion

V L,R ≡ S ⊗BL,R = λν σx ⊗ SL,Rx . (3)

The qubit operators σx,z are Pauli matrices and the
bath operators SL,Rx are the x-component of the local
spin operator for the bath electrons at some origin, i.e.,

Sνx =
∑

k,k′(c
†
k↓,νck′↑,ν + c†k↑,νck′↓,ν), with c†kα,ν (ckα,ν)

creating (destroying) an electron of quasi-momentum k
and spin α in bath ν. A factor of 1/2 has been absorbed
into the coupling constant λν . Although we consider the
case of separable coupling S⊗BL,R, the results obtained
can be easily generalized to other couplings.

FIG. 1. Two-terminal junction consisting of two baths at tem-
peratures TL, TR and the steady state heat current j trans-
mitted via a two-level system with level splitting ω. Each
reservoir can be a BCS superconductor (S), a normal metal
(N) or an insulator (I).

In this paper, we consider electronic reservoirs which
can be metallic, insulating or superconducting. For reser-
voirs which are either simple metals (N) or band insula-
tors (I) the bath Hamiltonian is given by:

HB =
∑
k,α

εkαc
†
kαckα . (4)

Here we drop the bath index ν for simplicity. The elec-
tronic dispersion εkα then defines the density of states
(DOS) D(E) =

∑
α,k δ(E − εkα). The DOS for the sim-

plest model of a metal can be taken as

DN (E) = N

{
1 , E ∈ (−Λ,Λ)
0 , otherwise ,

(5)

with some cutoff energy Λ. For a toy model of a band
insulator with gap 2∆, we take

DI(E) = N

{
1 , |E| ∈ (∆,Λ)
0 , otherwise .

(6)

where N is a normalization factor. These expressions
should be assumed when we refer to a metal or insulator
in the following sections.

For a reservoir exhibiting BCS superconductivity (S)
the Hamiltonian is

HB =
∑
k,α

Ekγ
†
kαγkα (7)

with Bogoliubov quasiparticle energies Ek =
sgn(ξk)

√
ξ2
k + ∆2, where ξk is the non-interacting

electron dispersion. ∆ is the superconducting gap which
is non-zero for all T < TC where TC is the critical
temperature. The fermion quasiparticle operators γ, γ†

are related to the electron operators via20

γ†kα = ukc
†
kα + vkc−k−α, (8)

γ−kα = ukc−kα − vkc†k−α, (9)
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with u2
k = 1

2 (1 + ξk
Ek

), v2
k = 1

2 (1 − ξk
Ek

). The supercon-
ducting density of states is given by

DS(E) = N

{
|E|√
E2−∆2

, |E| ∈ (∆,Λ)

0 , otherwise
. (10)

Here, Λ is the Debye frequency providing a cut-off for
the available energy of superconducting electrons relative
to the Fermi energy. The electron density of states at
the Fermi level is denoted by N = DN (0). We see that
the superconducting density of states features a gap of
size 2∆, together with a square-root singularity at E =
±∆. For a given temperature T = β−1, the gap is self-
consistently determined by

1 = gN

∫ Λ

0

dE
tanh (β

√
E2 + ∆2/2)√

E2 + ∆2
. (11)

with g being the strength of the attractive coupling be-
tween electrons mediated by phonons. To obtain the nu-
merical results discussed later, we choose BCS reservoirs
with a realistic value of gN = 0.33 and TC = 0.056Λ.

The weak coupling approach is applicable to both in-
teracting and non-interacting bath Hamiltonians and dif-
ferent couplings, provided that the energy scale associ-
ated with the qubit-bath couplings λL,R is smaller than
all the other energy scales in the Hamiltonian. Since we
are interested in the properties of the steady state, we
need to obtain the asymptotic density matrix describing
the qubit, which is necessary to calculate expectation val-
ues of physical observables. The formalism described be-
low permits one to obtain the asymptotic density matrix
for a qubit weakly coupled to the baths.

A. Born Markov master equation

The total density matrix ρ(t) satisfies the Liouville-von
Neumann equation:

i∂tρ(t) = [H, ρ(t)]. (12)

The time evolution of the reduced density matrix of the
qubit ρS is obtained by taking the partial trace over both
baths’ degrees of freedom:

ρS(t) = TrB [eiHtρ(t)e−iHt] (13)

For weak coupling to the baths, the reduced density ma-
trix is found to obey a quantum master equation. In gen-
eral, methods like the Time Convolutionless (TCL) and
the Nakajima-Zwanzig (NZ) approach14 can deal with
both Markovian and non-Markovian dynamics. The ac-
curacy of these schemes depends on the problem studied,
making it difficult to assert a priori which one is more
appropriate21,22. In the present problem, since the qubit
has intrinsic dynamics HS 6= 0, we anticipate a Marko-
vian time evolution of the reduced density matrix at long
times19. This evolution is well described by the usual

Born-Markov master equation derived below. We assume
that, at time t = 0, the qubit is in a pure state and uncor-
related to the baths. Furthermore, the baths are in ther-
mal equilibrium at temperatures TL,R respectively. The
initial density matrix is ρ(0) = ρLB(0) ⊗ ρS(0) ⊗ ρRB(0),
where

ρL,RB (0) =
e−H

L,R
B /TL,R

Tr[e−H
L,R
B /TL,R ]

(14)

and

ρS(0) =|α|2| ↓〉〈↓ |+ |β|2| ↑〉〈↑ |+ αβ∗| ↓〉〈↑ |+ α∗β| ↑〉〈↓ |.

Here | ↓〉 and | ↑〉 are the two basis states and α, β
are complex numbers. Since the reservoirs are thermo-
dynamically large, at weak coupling we use the Born
approximation: This implies the bath density matri-

ces remain almost unchanged i.e., ρL,RB (t) = ρL,RB (0),
and leads to the separability of the total density ma-
trix at long enough times. A final simplification is to
consider an initial density matrix that commutes with
the interaction, i.e., Tr[V L,R(t), ρ(0)] = 0. This can be
achieved by renormalizing the original interaction and
self-Hamiltonians. With all the above approximations,
the Born-Markov master equation reads:

∂tρS(t) = −
∫ ∞

0

∑
ν

ds gν(s)[S(t), S(t− s)ρS(t)] + h.c.

(15)
The time-dependent operators S(t) and Bν(t) are defined
in the interaction picture. Here gν(s) = 〈Bν(s)Bν(0)〉Bν
for ν = L,R is the two-time correlation of the bath op-
erator Bν and 〈...〉Bν = TrBν (... ρνB).

The master equation (15) can be solved analytically
and numerically for different time regimes. In particular,
the qubit eventually loses its coherence and relaxes to its
asymptotic steady state. The weak coupling formalism
permits us to calculate the time scales for decoherence
and relaxation14. In the Markovian regime, the attained
steady state is independent of the initial condition. In
this study, since we are interested in the steady state
heat current, it suffices to know the populations of the
two eigenstates of HS . Eq. 15 then leads to the Pauli
master equation for the populations P↑ = ρS↑↑, P↓ =
ρS↓↓ = 1− P↑:

∂tP↑ =
∑
ν

(P↓kν,↓→↑ − P↑kν,↑→↓). (16)

with the rates kν,n→m defined by:

kν,n→m =

∫ ∞
−∞

dt ei(En−Em)t〈Bν(t)Bν(0)〉Bν (17)

These describe transitions between the qubit states n, m
with energies En, Em, induced by a bath ν. We denote
the relaxation rate by kν = kν,↑→↓ and reexpress the

excitation rate by kν,↓→↑ = e−βν(E↑−E↓)kν,↑→↓, where
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βν = 1/Tν . The steady state populations emerging from
the Pauli master equation (16) are then given by

P↓ = 1− P↑, P↑ =

∑
ν e−(E↑−E↓)/Tνkν∑

ν(1 + e−(E↑−E↓)/Tν )kν
. (18)

III. STEADY STATE HEAT CURRENT MODEL

A. Steady state heat current formula

To obtain the heat current operator, we use the ap-
proach of Ref. 23, where the concept of a heat cur-
rent via a discretized continuity equation was introduced.
When applied to our system, we find three different ex-
pressions for the heat current operator JL (JR) modeling
the heat transfer between the left (right) bath and the

qubit: J
(1)
L = −i[V L, HL

B ], J
(2)
L = −i[V L, HS ] and the

average J
(3)
L = − i

2 [HS − HL
B , V

L]. J
(3)
L has been used

in Refs. 16 and 23 and J
(1)
L in Ref. 24. The physical

currents are given by

jν(t) = 〈Jν〉 = Tr [ρ(t)Jν ] . (19)

Within the Born approximation used here, it is easy to
show that all three definitions lead to the same expec-
tation value of the current in the steady state. Here we

adopt the definition jν ≡ 〈J (2)
ν 〉 = Tr{i[HS , V

ν ]ρ}. In
the steady state, since jL = −jR, we use the symmetrized
heat current j = 1

2 (jL − jR) to write:

j(t) =
i

2
Tr
[
{[V L, HS ]− [V R, HS ]}ρ(t)

]
(20)

Evaluating Eq. (20), we obtain the following expres-
sion for the steady state heat current:

j =
ω

2
[P↓(kL,↓→↑ − kR,↓→↑)− P↑(kL,↑→↓ − kR,↑→↓)] .

Using the solution (18) for the populations, the steady
state current takes the compact form16

j(ω, TL, TR) =
ω(nL(ω)− nR(ω))

ñL(ω)/kL(ω, TL) + ñR(ω)/kR(ω, TR)
,

(21)
where nν(ω) ≡ nν(ω, Tν) = [eω/Tν + 1]−1 and
ñν(ω) ≡ nν(−ω). The relaxation rate induced by
the reservoir labeled by ν is kν ≡ kν,↑→↓ = kν(ω, Tν).
Note that details of the reservoir manifest themselves
directly through the relaxation rate kν which depends on
two-time correlation functions. Since the expression for
the current captures essentially the sequential tunneling
contribution, the qubit level splitting should satisfy
ω � Tν . In the opposite limit, where ω � Tν , one is
in the cotunneling regime and the heat current can be
obtained via the Born-Oppenheimer approximation25.
One expects a smooth extrapolation between these
limits at least for weak dissipation.

B. Relaxation rates for the different reservoirs

In this subsection we study the relaxation rates
kν(ω, T ) for the metallic (N), insulating (I) and supercon-
ducting (S) reservoirs. For the interaction Hamiltonian
considered here, the rates can be evaluated in a straight-
forward manner:

kν(ω, Tν) = λ2
ν

∫ ∞
−∞

dt eiωt〈Sνx(t)Sνx(0)〉ν

= πλ2
ν

∫ ∞
−∞

dE fν(E)nν(E)[1− nν(E + ω)]Dν(E)Dν(E + ω) (22)

where fν(E) = 1 + ∆2
ν/E(E + ω) for a superconducting

reservoir and fν(E) = 1 for metallic and insulating reser-
voirs. nν(E) is the Fermi occupation number and Dν(E)
is the associated DOS.

In what follows, we suppress the index ν for notational
clarity. For the metallic DOS in (5), k is easily found to
be

k(ω, T ) = 2πλ2T
eω/T

eω/T − 1
log
[

cosh
(

Λ
2T

)
sech

(
Λ−ω
2T

) ]
.

(23)

For the insulator22 at zero temperature, k(ω, 0) = 0
for ω ≤ 2∆ and k(ω, 0) ∝ λ2(ω − 2∆)2 for ω close to
2∆. As temperature increases, the thermal activation of
the gap results in a rate which is no longer gapped. For

ω � 2∆,

k(ω, T ) = 2πλ2T
eω/T

eω/T − 1
log
[ cosh

(
Λ
2T

)
cosh

(
Λ−ω
2T

) cosh
(

∆
2T

)
cosh

(
∆+ω
2T

)] .
(24)

For larger values of ω the structure of the insulating rate
is very similar to that of the metal (23).

The rate for the BCS reservoir cannot be evaluated
analytically for all frequencies ω and temperatures 0 <
T < TC

19. In particular, it is singular for ω → 0 due
to the singularity of the DOS at E = ∆, and it shows a
pseudogap due to the gap in the density of states. For
0 < ω � ∆ � Λ19, (this excludes regions close to TC ,
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where the gap ∆ is very small),

k(ω, T ) ≈ −πλ2 ∆

2 cosh2(∆/2T )
log(ω/T ) . (25)

For general parameter values, the rate can be obtained
numerically.

FIG. 2. The rate K as a function of bath temperature
T = 1/β for ω = 10−3Λ for different reservoirs. Solid black:
exact BCS result from the full integral in Eq. (22), red: sin-
gular analytical contribution to the BCS result from Eq. (25),
dashed grey: metallic reservoir, dashed violet: insulating
reservoir with fixed gap ∆ = 0.095Λ, violet: insulator with
the BCS like T -dependent gap and blue: T -dependent insu-
lator plus singular analytical BCS contribution (25).

In Fig. 2, we plot the temperature dependence of K =
k/πλ2 at fixed ω for all the aforementioned reservoir
types. The first thing we note is that the BCS supercon-
ductor has a much higher relaxation rate than an analo-
gous metal in the entire temperature range T < TC . This
is attributed to the singularity in the density of states
DS(E). For the superconductor, we see that (25) agrees
with the exact numerical curve for T < 0.04Λ. At higher
temperatures, the contribution from thermal activation
across the shrinking gap, neglected in (25), becomes im-
portant. The latter contribution can be well described by
the rate K of an insulator with T -dependent gap ∆(T ).
Adding this to the approximation of the singular contri-
bution (25), we see reasonable agreement with the exact
BCS curve in the entire temperature range.

IV. HEAT CURRENT RESULTS

A. Heat current characteristics

The results for the rates presented in the previous sec-
tion can be used in conjunction with Eq.(21) to obtained
the heat current for various setups. In the rest of the
paper, except in Sec. IV B, we consider only the case of
symmetric couplings λ = λL = λR.
We now present our results for the normalized steady
state heat current j ≡ j/πωλ2. as a function of the tem-
perature bias ∆T ≡ TL−TR and the average temperature

Ta ≡ 1
2 (TL + TR). For each reservoir we select a normal

metal (N), a BCS superconductor (S) or an insulator (I)
with a constant or a T-dependent gap. The setup (Fig.
1) is identified using the abbreviations for the reservoirs:
‘SN’ for instance means that we have a superconducting
bath on the left, and a metallic bath on the right. For
most plots we only consider ∆T ≥ 0, i. e. TL ≥ TR,
which results in a positive j.

We first show the heat current in a system with simple
metallic reservoirs (NN) in Fig. 3. Note that the heat cur-
rent simply increases linearly (i.e. monotonously) with
increasing temperature difference ∆T . This is typical
for most simple reservoirs whose excitations are gapless.
Similar behaviour was seen with bosonic reservoirs in Ref.
16.

FIG. 3. Heat current j(∆T ) for Ta = 0.02Λ, ω = 10−3Λ for a
metal-metal (NN) setup. The curve has been obtained using
the analytical expression (23) for the kν .

To obtain heat currents with non-trivial characteris-
tics, we now consider superconducting and insulating
reservoirs. We find that there are three relevant domains
for the average temperature which produce distinct heat
current characteristics. In each case we discuss how a
gap and/or a singularity in the DOS makes the heat cur-
rent deviate from what is seen in more trivial setups like
the one shown in Fig. 3 for two metallic reservoirs. In
all three cases, the current obeys Fourier’s law, j ∝ ∆T
as ∆T → 0, for all reservoir types. The regime of its
validity however depends on the nature of the reservoirs.
Low temperatures, Ta . TC/2: In Fig. 4 (a), we con-

sider an SS setup with both reservoirs being identical
and having the same critical temperature TC . We choose
Ta = 0.02Λ with ∆T ∈ [0, 0.04Λ], which means having
two superconducting materials deep in the ordered phase
for the range of possible ∆T . The corresponding gaps for
the two reservoirs are also plotted in the inset. The cur-
rent (black curve) in this regime is rather small due to
the presence of the gaps in both reservoirs. Note that
in this low Ta regime, the heat current for the SS setup
is very similar to that seen in a setup with simple in-
sulating baths (II) with a temperature-independent gap
∆ν = 0.095Λ (violet curve). Both start off linearly, then
reach their maximum values at ∆T ≈ 0.007Λ, and fi-
nally decay exponentially to zero as TR → 0. This strong
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FIG. 4. Heat current j(∆T ) at ω = 10−3Λ for various av-
erage temperatures and reservoir types. The insets show the
temperature dependence of the gaps ∆ν [Λ] in the L, R baths
(red, blue) setups involving superconducting baths or insu-
lators with a temperature dependent BCS like gap. Top:
Ta = 0.02Λ, black: SS setup, violet: II setup with fixed gaps
∆L = ∆R = 0.095Λ. Middle: Ta = 0.04Λ, black: SS, green:
SN, dashed green: NS, dashed grey: NN, violet: II setup with
variable gaps as for the superconductor. Bottom: Ta = 0.07Λ,
black: SS=NS, violet: NI=II with variable gaps as for the su-
perconductor and grey: NN.

suppression of the heat current is due to the increase in
the size of the gap as TR → 0, which blocks conduc-
tion more efficiently. We conclude that for baths well in
the superconducting regime, the heat current is primar-
ily determined by the existence of the gap and associated
thermal activation. The weak temperature dependence
of the gap as well as the singularity of the DOS—which
are not present in the II system—have only minor effects
on the qualitative features.

Intermediate temperatures, Ta . TC : We consider
an average temperature sufficiently close to TC , so that
the left reservoir undergoes a superconductor-to-normal
metal transition as ∆T increases. This is the most inter-
esting regime where the heat current displays highly non-
trivial behaviour. In Fig. 4 (b), we consider Ta = 0.04Λ.
The evolution of the gaps in both superconducting reser-
voirs is plotted in the inset. For this SS setup, the heat
current (black curve) increases, reaches a maximum, and
then starts to decrease. As TL → TC , the left reservoir
undergoes a transition to a normal metal which becomes
visible through a pronounced kink in j. Even though the
left reservoir is now metallic, the current still decreases
because of the increasing gap in the right reservoir. The
appearance of a kink is a direct consequence of the phase
transition in the bath. The position of this kink can be
changed by varying Ta.

To understand the impact of superconductivity in more
detail, we also plot the heat current for the SN and NS
systems. For the SN system (green curve), we see that the
imminent loss of superconductivity in the left reservoir
is signaled by a downturn in the current, followed by a
pronounced kink at TL = TC . Beyond that, we see linear
behaviour of j as expected for a system composed of two
simple metallic baths. The current in the NS system is
however different as the superconducting gap in the right
reservoir dominates the heat conduction and we see the
behaviour reminiscent of insulating baths.

Comparing these results with the heat current for in-
sulating baths with a T -dependent gap of the BCS form
(cf. violet curve in Fig. 4b) , we see that the singularities
associated with the superconducting reservoir are essen-
tial to obtain the kinks in the heat current. As expected,
for sufficiently high ∆T , the results for the SS and NS se-
tups coincide. Having at least one superconducting bath
implies an appreciably amplified heat current in a con-
siderable range of ∆T even in comparison to the case of
metallic reservoirs. This can be traced back to the log-
type singularity in the BCS rate kν which results in a
rate higher than that for metallic baths (cf. Fig. 2). For
the parameters chosen here, we see that the heat current
in the SS case (black curve in Fig. 4 (a)) is higher by a
factor of 10 as compared to insulators with a compara-
ble gap size (violet), and remains sizably larger than in
a metal-metal system (grey dashed) which in itself could
already be considered a good heat conductor. We also
notice that the downturn of j in ∆T near the phase tran-
sistion is very strong for the superconducting reservoirs,
see Sec. IV B for more details.
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High temperatures, Ta & TC : We first consider the
NS/SS setup with both reservoirs starting above their
critical temperature, at Ta = 0.07Λ. The left bath is
heated, remaining metallic, and the right bath is cooled
and undergoes a phase transition to the superconducting
phase—at which point we see a kink in the correspond-
ing black curve in Fig. 4 (c). A similar kink is seen in
the NI setup (violet) with a temperature-dependent gap
appearing for the insulator below TC . This shows that
the emergence of the kink in this regime is only due to
the appearance of a gap in the spectrum and has nothing
to do with the divergent behaviour of the rates. Going
back to Fig. 4 (c), we see that once the right bath reaches
sufficiently low temperatures, both superconductor and
insulator suppress heat flow again. Regarding the SS
setup, we observe again that for a wide range of tem-
peratures where TR < TC , the heat current for the NS
system (black) is strongly amplified compared to a setup
of two metallic leads (grey curve).

FIG. 5. Heat current j for an NS setup with TL = 0.1Λ
(black), TL = 0.01Λ (red) and variable TR, ω = 10−3Λ. The
regions exhibiting NDTC are indicated by arrows which also
mark the direction of increasing temperature difference.

A direct consequence of the non-monotonic nature of
the heat current when a qubit is coupled to at least one
superconducting reservoir is the occurrence of negative
differential thermal resistance (NDTR) or negative differ-
ential thermal conductance (NDTC)16,26, where increas-
ing the temperature difference ∆T rather counterintu-
itively results in a reduced heat current. In the problem
considered, NDTC is more pronounced in the vicinity
of the phase transistion. If one considers the heat cur-
rent to be a function of one reservoir temperature, say
TR, keeping the other one fixed26,27, one can quantify the
NDTC by the derivative ∂j

∂TR
. In Fig. 5 we plot the NDTC

of a NS setup as a function of TR for fixed TL = 0.1Λ
(black) or TL = 0.01Λ (red). In the first case, there is
a large region of NDTC when the right reservoir is in
the superconducting phase. The slope is however mod-
erate compared to the second case where we undergo
the phase transition while heating up. There we see a
sharp downturn within a very small region of TR imme-
diately before the phase transistion, and therefore very
high NDTC. Strong NDTC has been identified as a requi-

site for building thermal transistors as it determines the
amplification function of such devices26. Consequently,
the strong NDTC seen in our model in the vicinity of the
superconducting phase transition potentially makes our
system a good candidate for thermal transistors provided
it has strong rectifiying properties. The rectification of
the heat current is studied in the following section.

B. Rectification of heat current

Encouraged by the remarkable features of the heat cur-
rent characteristics for two-terminal setups with at least
one superconducting bath, we now investigate how well
such a system is suited to form the basic building block
of a thermal circuit, the thermal diode/rectifier. Rectifi-
cation can be quantified by:

R(∆T ) =
|j(∆T )| − |j(−∆T )|
|j(∆T )|+ |j(−∆T )|

, (26)

where j is the normalized heat current. Some au-
thors use slightly different definitions16,28,29. In our
convention, R = 0 means there is no rectification,
|R| = 1 corresponds to the ideal case where trans-
port of thermal energy is allowed in the forward direc-
tion, and fully blocked in the reverse direction. Sev-
eral proposals for thermal rectifiers have been made
for a variety of nanosystems16,28 including insulator-
quantum dot-vacuum tunnel junctions29 and in graphene
nanoribbons27. Rectification of the heat current in quan-
tum dot systems was also experimentally observed8.
However, most of these proposals lead to relatively low
rectification ratios3, and achieving high rectification ra-
tios remains an open problem.

eq:jsteady:qubit From the expression for the normal-
ized heat current j and R in Eqs. 21 and 26, we see that
rectification requires the inequality(

ñL
kL(TL)

− ñL
kR(TL)

)
6=
(

ñR
kL(TR)

− ñR
kR(TR)

)
(27)

to hold for general TL, TR. Therefore, for rectification,
we need kL 6= kR. This can be achieved via i) unequal
couplings λL 6= λR and identical baths, ii) different baths
and equal couplings, or iii) a combination of both possible
asymmetries. To obtain a strong thermal rectifier in the
weak coupling limit, we consider here the second option.

An important first question is whether NDTC is a nec-
essary condition for rectification: For two identical super-
conducting baths coupled equally to a qubit at a given av-
erage temperature, one would have NDTC (cf. Fig. 4 (a))
for both directions of thermal bias, but no rectification.
On the other hand, we can have rectification in a sys-
tem with asymmetric couplings to two identical reservoirs
even in the absence of any NDTC. However, the onset of
rectification is only linear, and thus one needs an imprac-
tically high temperature bias to get a good rectification
ratio. This is due to the absence of NDTC and the re-
sulting insufficient suppression of heat current in the one
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direction. NDTC is however necessary for rectification
in the case of symmetrically coupled non-identical reser-
voirs.

Based on the heat current characteristics presented in
the previous section, a good candidate for the thermal
diode would be the qubit connected to a superconductor
and a normal metal (SN). Such a setup has the added ad-
vantage of higher values of current. One can also investi-
gate the impact of the superconducting phase transition
on the rectification of the heat current. We evaluate the
rectification properties for this device at different aver-
age temperatures Ta in the three temperature domains
discussed earlier.

Low temperatures, Ta . TC/2: We again choose
Ta = 0.02Λ, so that the superconductor is in its ordered
phase at ∆T = 0. The heat current for both positive and
negative temperature differences is plotted in Fig. 6 (a).
For ∆T < 0 we see a strong suppression of heat current,
rendering this the reverse direction for heat conduction.
The explanation is the same as for Fig. 4 (a) where we
considered the SS setup. For ∆T < 0, the supercon-
ductor on the left is cooled towards TL → 0 and possi-
ble transitions across the gap are frozen, making kL and
hence j very small. For ∆T > 0, i.e., the forward direc-
tion, we see a substantial heat current j, which starting
from ∆T & 0.008Λ becomes even larger than the one we
would obtain if we considered an NN setup. This can
be concluded from Fig. 2, where the BCS relaxation rate
becomes larger than the one for the metal from around
T ≈ 0.028Λ. Consequently, R increases rapidly as a func-
tion of the bias ∆T , as shown in the inset. Moreover,
R ∼ 1 in a considerable range of temperatures. Com-
paring our results to Ref. 16 where a maximal R ≈ 0.18
for ∆T/Ta = 1/5 was obtained for metallic reservoirs,
our SN diode achieves a rectification of R ≈ 0.69 for
the corresponding thermal bias ∆T = 0.008Λ. Doubling
the bias results in R ≈ 0.96 which is nearly ideal. This
illustrates the efficiency of using reservoir properties to
increase rectification.

Intermediate temperatures, Ta . TC : In Fig. 6 (b), we
see that in the intermediate temperature range, starting
from ∆T = 0, j increases almost uniformly, showing the
phase transition with the known kink, and always being
slightly higher or equal to the values for an NN setup.
For ∆T < 0, the reverse direction, at first there is still
a sizable heat current in a large region of ∆T , because
starting from TL = 0.04Λ (cf. Fig. 2), the underlying
relaxation rates are large due to the singularity in the
superconducting DOS. The current is suppressed only at
very low temperatures in the left bath. In comparison to
the low-Ta case, the large values of j for a range of neg-
ative ∆T imply that R (inset) grows more slowly with
increasing bias. Because of the eventual suppression of
j for high negative bias, an ideal R ≈ 1 can neverthe-
less still be reached. Finally note that rectification R
also exhibits the phase transition via a local downturn at
∆T ≈ 0.03Λ.

High temperatures, Ta & TC : Results for this regime

FIG. 6. Heat current j(∆T ) at ω = 10−3Λ for the SN setup
and various average temperatures. For all plots we show the
corresponding rectification R(∆T ). For (b) and (c), we show
the temperature dependence of the gaps ∆ν [Λ] in the L, R
baths (red, blue). Top: Ta = 0.02Λ, the solid lines represent
numerical, the dashed lines analytical results. The latter are
obtained using (25) and (23). Middle: Ta = 0.04Λ; Bottom:
Ta = 0.07Λ.
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are shown in Fig. 6 (c). Here, for ∆T > 0, both materials
are metallic, whereas for ∆T < 0 the left bath under-
goes a phase transition to the ordered phase. The heat
current is higher in the regime where the left bath is su-
perconducting as compared to the ∆T > 0 regime where
one has the usual metallic behaviour. Consequently, the
rectification R is negative for a wide range of ∆T and
then R ≈ 1 for high ∆T . While in the range of nega-
tive rectification, R is not ideal, it is still sizable with
R ≈ −0.2. We emphasize that this flip of direction is
completely independent of the device design and solely
relies on changing the reservoir temperatures. Similar
reversals of the rectification have been seen in nonlin-
ear circuits with an anharmonic central mode inductively
coupled to two reservoirs28. However, the rectification
obtained in these systems remains very weak as com-
pared to our SN diode.

Furthermore, combining both asymmetries: non-
identical reservoirs and asymmetric couplings, we can
further improve the rectification ratio of the SN setup.
To illustrate this, we consider a stronger coupling of
the metallic reservoir to the qubit, i.e., λR = 3λL. At
Ta = 0.02Λ we find a stronger suppression of the cur-
rent in the reverse direction as compared to the case of
symmetric coupling, leading to higher rectification. For
instance, at ∆T = 0.008Λ we now have R ≈ 0.77 instead
of R ≈ 0.69 for symmetric coupling. For intermediate
temperatures, Ta = 0.04Λ, we again find a substantial
increase of R. To summarize, the combined asymmetry
increases rectification for all Ta < TC , thus effectively ex-
tending the range of temperature where the diode works
reasonably well. For Ta > TC we find that the recti-
fication in the region of R < 1 is reduced. Inverting
the couplings to 3λL = λR helps increasing the negative
rectification. Based on the results shown above, we see
that even for moderate temperature bias, the SN-device
produces reasonably high rectification and we identify
low temperatures as the preferred working region for this
setup.

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

We have examined the heat transfer across a two-
terminal junction transmitting energy through a qubit.
Using the weak coupling formalism, we have studied the
impact of different reservoirs on the heat current through
a qubit. We find that although in the weak coupling
limit, the steady state of the qubit and the associated
populations are insensitive to the details of the reservoirs,
physical observables like the steady state heat current are
determined by detailed properties of the reservoirs. By
studying metallic, insulating and superconducting reser-

voirs, we show that the heat current is in fact a good
probe of the reservoir physics, especially the supercon-
ducting phase transition. Phase transitions in the reser-
voir manifest themselves as a kink in the heat current
with an accompanying amplification of the current and a
temperature regime with sizable NDTC. Giving a more
general perspective to the above discussion, we note that
for any system undergoing a continuous phase transition,
there is an accompanying change in the nature of its ex-
citation spectrum and hence the underlying density of
states. Consequently, we expect that the heat current
will signal transitions in the bath by a change of slope
or curvature. Details of this change, however, as well
as the potential amplification of the heat current in the
ordered phase will depend on the details of the system
under study.

From a device perspective, our results show that the
SN setup is a good candidate for an efficient quantum
thermal diode. This SN diode satisfies the fundamental
characteristics required for a diode:

• High rectification.

• Higher heat currents as opposed to diodes made
using metallic reservoirs.

• Large NDTC, making it a good building block for
a thermal transistor.

• Short switching times between forward and reverse
bias. The time to achieve steady state following a
reversal of temperature bias is determined by the
relaxation time of the setup. Here, the BCS reser-
voir brings another advantage which can be argued
as follows: The Markovian relaxation is described
by19,30 ln〈σz(t)〉 ∝ −

∑
ν=L,R γνt with the relax-

ation rate γν(ω) ∝ [kν(ω) + kν(−ω)]. For small
splitting of the qubit levels, the BCS rate domi-
nates because of its singular behaviour at low fields.
Taking for instance ω = 10−3Λ, we see from Fig. 2
that in a range of temperatures 0.028Λ < T < TC ,
having a BCS reservoir will allow faster relaxation
and thus faster switching times compared to the
case where one has metallic baths.

To summarize, with the goal of tailoring certain char-
acteristics in nanodevices, it appears useful to engineer
reservoirs rather than the central system. This also raises
the question of what heat current characteristics one
would expect for these nontrivial setups if one goes be-
yond weak coupling—which is however a very hard task.
As directions for further work, we also suggest extensions
of this study to thermoelectric devices, where one would
need to look at both heat and electric currents, and to
explore the physics of a thermal transistor involving three
qubits coupled to three different reservoirs.
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